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Sen. Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) announced she has dropped out of the 2020 presidential race. The official call came less than an hour after news broke that Harris had told some staff that she planned to end her campaign. In a tweet, she confirmed that the rumours were true, thanking those who supported her proposal and assured supporters that she would
continue to fight for her values, regardless of whether she was on the ballot in 2020 or not. It is with deep regret to my supporters, but with deep gratitude, I am suspending my campaign today, she wrote. But I want to be clear with you: I will continue to fight every day for what this campaign was about. All people. she entered the race a few months ago,
Harris was considered the frontrunner. A former California attorney general, Harris is the second black woman ever elected to the U.S. Senate, and the only black woman in the Chamber now. She drew attention to her tough approach to questioning in the confirmation hearings - with prominent speeches questioning both Donald Trump's Supreme Court
nominee Brett Cavanaugh and his current attorney general, William Burr. Harris first announced his campaign on January 21, Martin Luther King Jr. day. She will run for president, she said, to stand up and fight for the best of who we are. But despite her big enthusiasm for her campaign, she struggled to find both her audience and financial foothold in a
crowded field. The New York Times reports that Harris wrote in an email Tuesday that she did not have the money needed to fully fund the competitive campaign. In addition, her prosecutorial record has alienated some voters who failed to reconcile the fact that Harris used policies that disproportionately affected black communities. In addition, her poll
numbers have fallen in single digits and former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg is a late participant in the race, but the billionaire-pulled ahead in fifth place over her in recent weeks. some on Twitter pointed out that even though Harris' numbers were shrinking, she is now out of the race while some white people with an even lower position have
continued on. Delaney and Michael Why? Bloomberg. That is... Reporter Emma Gray noted. There's something really wrong with a system where Kamala Harris can't make it to Iowa and billionaires without a base and without messages just sliding through, someone added. And while supporters applauded the historic nature of its launch, could not stress
how sexism and racism, and the combination of the two, in Harris's case, must have factored in her her Of course, it won't be the last we hear from Harris. She will be an important person to watch during all but guaranteed impeachment hearings headed to the Senate, and her name has surfaced time and time again as a potential vice president or attorney
general. At the same time, friends, relatives and supporters rallied around her, with her husband sharing a loving shot of them together. I have you, Doug Emhoff wrote. As always. In an interview on the New York Breakfast Club radio show, presidential hopeful Sen. Kamala Harris said she supported legalizing marijuana and that she smoked it a long time
ago in college. She added, and I breathed, referring to Bill Clinton's famous assertion that he didn't. I think it gives a lot of people joy. And we need more joy in the world, said Senator Harris, who announced his presidential run last month. When host Charlamagne tha God told her people think she opposes the legalization of cops, she replied: It's not, jokingly
adding: Half my family is from Jamaica. Are you kidding me? Senator Harris's mixed prosecutorial records have been under scrutiny since she announced her intention to run, and she hasn't always been as pro-legalized. In 2014, she was on the record laughing when asked if she wanted to legalize - which was not read as opposition but not quite as support.
She also did not support California's cannabis-legalization ballot measure, which was later approved. Like other mainstream Democrats in recent years, she has evolved on marijuana policy, which earned her a rating from NORML. In her new book, released last month, Senator Harris wrote that she thinks it's time to legalize. We need to legalize marijuana
and regulate it, she wrote, highlighting the fact that people of color are disproportionately arrested for marijuana crimes. And we need to get out of the records of millions of people who have been arrested and imprisoned so they can get away with their lives. Last year, Senator Harris supported Senator Cory Booker's drug decriminalization bill. Now in this
country people are arrested, prosecuted, and end up spending time in jail or prison all because of their use of drugs that would otherwise have to be considered legal, she said at the time. However, there is a steady stream of misinformation framing her as an anti-weed cop. Over the past few days, a fake tweet credited to Senator Harris has gone around that
to read: If I see marijuana you're going to jailiana. Fake Kamala Harris tweet that was passed around with Another reminder that misinformation will play a huge role in 2020 (and every election in the future) Wh-Steadman™ (@AsteadWesley) February 10, 2019 Its Her National campaign spokesman Ian Sams confirmed that the tweet was - apparently - fake,
and urged people not to believe everything they read online. We are not and will not be the only target, he warned. Be smart about what you see online. Beware of virality as a control measure. Bad actors abound in this space. It's important. We are not and will not be the only target. Be smart about what you see online. Beware of virality as a control
measure. Bad actors abound in this space. - Ian Sams (@IanSams) February 10, 2019 According to a survey released by the Pew Research Center in January 2018, about 61% of Americans believe marijuana should be legalized. Currently, 10 states and Washington, D.C., are using legalized recreational pot, while 33 have legalized medical marijuana. Last
week, Oregon Sen. Ron Wyden introduced S. 420, a bill to decriminalize marijuana at the federal level and allow it to be taxed and regulated.Sen. Harris is not the only current or potential 2020 Democratic presidential candidate to support legalization. In addition to Senator Booker, Senators Kirsten Gillibrand, Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren also
supported legalization efforts. Kamala Harris has two modes: a Hardass district attorney or a hardass aunt. When she's in DA mode, Kamala can be ruthless and no-nonsense, cutting down horse racing veterans like Joe Biden with the ease of lumberjack: in aunt mode, she's sardonic and warm, a quick hack cutting joke about herself, or a slide into laughter.
For aunt mode, Kamala Harris prefers Converse.Since long before her presidential run, Kamala only wore two types of shoes: the kind of service spiky pumps that every other female politician wears, or Converse sneakers, shoes that spent a lot of time in the White House for first ladies but which are not another prominent American politician wears at work.
Former presidents have only occasionally worn sneakers to gawkily do sports in, and current presidential candidates, who've made their love for business casual part of their image, like folk Beto O Rourke or tie-less Andrew Ian, stopped at suede lace-ups. But in the past four months, Kamala has worn Converse to perform at the SF Pride Parade, in
Everytown for gun safety forum in Iowa, and at a Labor Day rally in Los Angeles. She wore them for much of her bus tour of Iowa to promote her 3AM policy agenda and plans that address issues that keep families up at night (the official tour video can almost serve as an ad for the sneaker brand). She wore an All Stars cream sequinned denim jacket, a
Converse platform with skinny jeans and a blouse, and a shabby white chuck with and peg-foot pants. According to an interview she gave To Cut in 2018, she has Converse for every The kind I wear in hot weather, the kind I wear in cold weather, and the platform is kind of when I wear a trouser suit. Washing Post reporter Erica Warner tweeted that Kamala
even tried to introduce Converse to the House of Congress, which has a strict dress code (she was told she should enter through the wardrobe instead). Founded in 1908 in Massachusetts, Converse is one of the oldest sneaker brands in the world - and like almost all sneaker brands, they were invented and popularized in America (the brand was sold by
Nike in 2013). Unlike Adidas or Nike, Converse is based in a style that isn't too modern (read: How do you do, mates kids?) nor too vintage (read: The younger generation now tells me how tough things are. Unlike Keds, Converse is culturally unisex. They are not very cool, nor very lame, inaccessible luxurious, nor irresponsibly cheap. This shoe, which has
been relevant for decades, is valued for its practicality and versatility. They are also undeniable. These are not shoes that belong exclusively to the subculture, community, region or place. Your younger brother, grandmother and insta-famous former roommate can wear Converse. If everyone had shoes, it would be a pair of Converse.If you believe that the
clothes say something about its owner (or at least its ambition), the fact that Kamala Harris chose Converse is not a head meow. Harris' Democratic primary campaign pushed her practicality and gradual change over ideological change, setting her apart from more progressive candidates like Elizabeth Warren or Bernie Sanders. As a black and Indian woman
who has made her own identity central to her campaign, Harris also has a reputation as an aggressive district attorney who sought convictions for low-level crimes like public school truancy and marijuana use that disproportionately affected poor people of color. In an era of progressive politics, Harris's big problems have been to win the trust of those wary of
her centrism and prosecutor background. If she wins the primaries, she'll likely experience a different kind of headwind as a woman of color. Between the mishmash demographics she needs to win, and her pragmatic approach to politics in a party that has courted a revolution, Harris must find a way to be universally winsome. For this role, Converse
sneakers have historically worked. Just look at how the first ladies decided to wear this persona in Converse. Michelle Obama was reportedly a fan of limited edition couples, including John Varvatos's black snakeskin, which she wore during the 2016 Easter egg roll. After Melania Trump was criticized for wearing designer stilettos on board the plane for a
briefing on the destruction Harvey in Houston, she purposefully wore a brand new, clean white $65 Jack Jack A month at a rally in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, Kamala addressed an admiring audience wearing a gray jacket over a white T-shirt and jeans, Cream Converse on his feet: Let's solve the president's problems. Let us deal with issues that challenge us.
Let's write the next chapter on the America we believe in. The words came out simple and simple. Her Converse were the final punctuation marks. Punctuation. kamala das poem an introduction summary and analysis. an introduction by kamala das line by line analysis
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